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Detecting field lines as propagation at fault lines
A discovery that belongs to all Amateur radio operators
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Types of faults and their effect on propagation:

What are the best fault lines for propagation?
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Fault lines are everywhere
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Fault lines found in the Lower Mainland
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Where does the energy come from – is the moon supercharging the planet?

Energy from Quakes
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M7.5 in the Falkland Islands shakes the planet creating an electrical tsunami
(fictional)

Data provided by Alabama University website:
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Energy from the gravitational pull of the moon

Energy from tidal movements of water

Energy from tidal movements of continents

Calculating the energy required to move the continents

1.62 x 1019 kg

We have to use the ISO definition of mass; 1 kg is 9.8 N. Now we are able to calculate
the work needed to move the continents by 25 cm; measured in Joules.

4 x 1019 J = 40 EJ (exa = 1018)

9.26 x 1014 W of power
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Power from external sources mostly solar

Field Day Experiment 2022
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The areal picture that was obtained using Google Earth also revealed the existing
fault
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Conclusion of Field Day Experiment (25 % improvement of contacts)

What are we planning next

Scientific goal:

50 day running average created by new addition of the RF Viewer, to be released
shortly
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Conclusion

References

Article; using an airborne fault line detector in Salt Lake City.

Website for EMF 390:

The nature of fault lines

Convert the M Richter scale to metric values into moment and wave energy; ISO
values of Joules

Connection between small quakes and the moon

Tidal energy

The lifting of the continents

Howmuch do all the continents weigh?

Total landmass of planet earth
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Thermosphere Climate Index

Received radiation




